21st May 2016
Dear Doug
On behalf of Cancer Research UK we are most grateful to have received a further cheque for
£201-13 from the Sleaford Wheelers Cycling Club and a further cheque for £73-00 from Steve
Forman from the sale of photos at your Easter Charity TT 2016 event. These amounts have
been added to the cheques you handed to me at the event on 26th March 2016 totalling
£1125.00. I have acknowledged receipt of the further £73.00 directly to Steve Forman.
Again I would like to thank you for organising such a fantastic event that resulted in such an
amazing amount of money being raised and donated to Cancer Research UK, and not just for
this year but for all the previous years too. Thank you for your support and the loyalty and
generosity of the Sleaford Wheeler CC and to everyone who contributed to raise such a
magnificent amount to such a very worthy cause. I shall be forwarding these further donations
on to Cancer Research UK shortly via Andrea Day our Community Fundraiser Manager for
Lincolnshire. I hope that you will be very proud to learn from the knowledge that as always these
donations will go towards research into the causes, treatment and prevention of cancer.
My records show that we have been most grateful to have received and forwarded on to Cancer
Research UK from these Easter TT events since 2013 (including the money received from Steve
Forman and others) a fantastic amount of £5001.53 and I know that the Easter TT event raised
funds previously to that too, but Dad holds the information regarding donations received prior to
2013.
At Cancer Research UK, our world-class doctors and scientists are working together to push
through new and effective treatments for cancer faster than ever before, and to prevent more
people from developing the disease. Our understanding of the disease has increased greatly
and everyday Cancer Research UK is finding new answers to Cancer.
Our scientists are getting closer to finding cures for cancer – whether through targeting
treatment or simply detecting cancers earlier. We are on the brink of major breakthroughs. Your
donation helps turn these breakthroughs into treatments that could save millions of lives and
accelerate our progress against this devastating disease. This work is funded overwhelmingly by
donations from the general public, charitable trusts and corporate businesses – without this
generous support, our pioneering research simply would not be possible. Thank you for ensuring
we received this money so promptly.
One day it is hoped that cures for all cancers will be found and your magnificent donation will
help that day come sooner. We believe that the only thing that will beat Cancer is Research.
If you would like further information on fundraising, or the work of Cancer Research UK, please
do not hesitate to contact Andrea Day, on 07798 613810 or email andrea.day@cancer.org.uk.
Alternatively please write to myself at the address above.
Thank you again for thinking of Cancer Research UK.
Yours sincerely
Sue Watson
Volunteer Ambassador for Cancer Research UK

